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VIP HD: THE POWER OF PERSONALIZATION
The Situation
An owner/operator of eight outlet centers across the U.S., Horizon Group Properties (HGP) sought 
the support of Placewise in constructing a digital holiday promotion that created a unique 
experience for its VIP members  at six locations. The goals of the promotion were to (1) drive and 
measure VIP engagement on the website, (2) gain insight into the retailers that drive engagement, 
(3) create a program specifically for VIPs that provided updates to them when their favorite stores 
published new deals or promotions, and (4) Improve digital experience and open rates using 
automated system matching content to consumer preferences.

The Solution
Targeting Holiday 2017, PlaceWise proposed a program themed “Fear of Missing Out on Holiday 
Deals (FOMO HD)”. As a VIP member that “followed” their favorite stores, they would receive 
custom email communications personalized with deal content published by their favorite 
stores as well as other incentives. The program centered around (1) converting engaged email 
subscribers to VIP members, and (2) motivating existing VIP members to select store and brand 
preferences.

PROGRAM FEATURES
FOMO HD - Discovering VIP

 • Participating HGP centers ran a VIP FOMO HD promotion to generate VIP registrations. The 
campaign ran on the property websites.

 • A series of email campaigns aimed at converting existing email subscribers were scheduled 
prior to Black Friday and during Holiday. Additionally, a series of email campaigns aimed at 
identifying retailer and brand preferences were built and scheduled.

 • The logistics included an Enter To Win (ETW) incentivizing shoppers to convert from “email” to 
“VIP”, and for VIP’s to login and follow at least one store.

 • Once a shopper became a VIP that followed stores, they would receive an email anytime one 
of the stores they’ve followed offered a discount or promotion.

 • The Placewise proprietary Profile System would dynamically match a shopper’s store 
preference to content for each email, assemble the email and dynamically deliver as content 
updates were made within the PlaceWise system.

 • The email was dynamically system generated with a subject line and content personalized 
at 3 levels: member name, retailer and center. Additionally, the subject lines were randomly 
generated from 3 possible formats:

 • Center Name] has new deals for you from [Retailer] [Member Name], here are your deals from 
[Retailer] at [Center Name] Your deal from [Retailer] at [Center Name]
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Program Benefits
 • A VIP profile allowed Horizon shoppers to create an account, follow stores, and have 

personalized content sent to them via email.

 • A key part of the digital campaign for FOMO 2017 was leveraging the native content and 
capabilities of the websites to promote and drive traffic to the malls for the holidays. 77% 
of all consumers in Deloitte’s 2016 Holiday Survey indicated they would be making a sale 
or promotional purchase during the holidays, with 1 in 3 transactions involving a coupon or 
promotion.

 • When shoppers created and used VIP accounts, Placewise and HGP learned much more 
about their shopping behaviors and intent, and activated them to participate in mall 
programming much more efficiently and cost effectively. VIP also enabled Horizon to deliver 
loyalty perks and promotions that were “exclusive” to VIP shoppers.

Program Costs:
 • Website Design + Development  Total = $4200

 • Media Costs Targeted digital display ads using Placewise proprietary 1st party data segments 
x 6 locations

 • FB promoted posts x 6 locations Total = $22,190 
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Results:

Summery
Placewise and HGP, VIP HD Program, engaged a digital community while elevating the shoppers 
digital experience. Center’s were able to show their tenants hard evidence that VIP shoppers 
valued their Holiday Deals and that the center had a direct delivery system to shopper’s inboxes.

Most importantly, HGP was able to demonstrate their commitment to tenant promotion and 
support, engaging directly with over 41,000 shoppers, driving up foot traffic and sales for Holiday 
2017. 

Let Placewise create a profile growth program customized to your center’s needs. Contact your 
account rep to learn more.
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